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STANDARD CLEANING & SERVICE PROCEDURE FOR EMU SPIRIT 

DISPENSER  
 

For Emu Models CH8A and CH8B 
Fitted with the exclusive Sure-Clean Cleaning Reminder Alarm 

 
1) Remove the bottle from the Emu Dispenser and empty remaining contents left in the expansion tank by 

pouring nips out into a glass. 
2) If any alcohol is left in the tank, due to the bottle lock out function activating ( Red Light Flashing ) unclick 

the Emu from the bracket and tip remainder of the alcohol into the glass. (Turn EMU upside down into glass 
and drain ) 

3) Whilst the Emu is un clicked from the bracket inspect for any spilt residue and dirt on the bracket. 
a) Turn off power to bracket via the key switch. 
b) Wipe clean if necessary.  
c) Check for corrosion on the power pickup contacts on the bracket and in the back top groove of the Emu 

Dispenser.  
d) If corrosion or dirt is present clean with a cotton bud or similar.  
e) Check that the power pick up tabs in the back of the Emu are not bent into far, there by making poor 

contact with the power contacts on the bracket.  
f) If the power tabs seem to be bent in too far, use a paper clip straightened out with a small hook bent on 

one end. Insert the hook in behind the power pickups and pull them forward so that they are almost 
flush with the outer casing slot.  

g) Replace EMU onto the modular bracket by placing the Emu at 45 Deg over the power bullets on the 
bracket and then tilting the Emu down and clip into the bottom plastic retainer. 

h) Turn on power to bracket via the key switch. 
4) Fill an empty bottle with hot tap water at least 50 Deg C ( Tip – let the hot water tap run for a while before 

filling bottle to ensure that the water is hot enough) and place bottle in the EMU. Operate the EMU 
dispensing nips into a large glass. ( In Emu Models CH8A and CH8B the Sure-Clean Beeper will 

stop beeping after approx 30 seconds. (( Tip - The Emu senses the hot water in the tank and Resets 
the Cleaning Reminder Alarm )) 

5) Observe when pouring nips that the hot water should be turning clear. 
6) Leave the hot water in the Emu for 1 to 2 minutes to soak away any build up that has occurred. 
7) Insert bottle of hot water again and dispense hot water nips. ( Tip – Half a bottle of hot water will should be 

sufficient )  
8) The above procedure should be carried out monthly on EMU’s pouring clean spirits, and weekly or 

fortnightly when using the EMU with sugar based beverages such as Bundy Rum etc. 
9) If the EMU Drips for any reason carry out step 1 to step 6 above and leave the hot water in the EMU to soak 

and soften the valve seal, which then in turn re-seats the valve seal. ( Tip – Use slightly hotter water ) 
10) Wipe the EMU’s with a clean damp cloth to wipe away any spillages. 
11) After carrying out the above cleaning procedure re-insert bottle of alcohol and pour one nip to remove any 

water that is left in the tank. 
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Routine Maintenance Procedures 

 

The following maintenance and check list as outlined below will ensure that your Emu 
Spirit Dispensers will give you a long , reliable and accurate trouble free operational 

life. 
 

Service Instruction in Detail 
 

Every 
Day 

Every 
Week 

Every 
F/Night 

Every 
Month 

Every 
6 

Months 

Before commencement of daily trading ensure that 
spouts are clean, unblocked and free of insects 
and other foreign matter. Check by pouring one 
nip into a glass and inspect if the unit 

 
***** 

    

If bottles have been left in the Emu’s overnight, 
check that the air in the bottle, ( especially 2.0 
litre bottles ) has not expanded and overflowed 
the Emu tank. If this 
has happened remove bottle and dispense out 
excess alcohol and clean up any spillages. 
Take steps to minimize the Bar temperature 
changes or remove the bottles at close of 
business. 
 

 
***** 

    

Check corks, springs and “O” rings on the bottle 
holder and replace any worn or damaged parts 
with consumable spares. 
 

  
**** 

   

Check operation of button and test for free and 
ease of operation. 
A definite ‘clicking’ sound can be felt when 
pushing the button whilst power is off. 
Re –align the Button if necessary or obtain 
replacement Mk-3 Sensitive Button. 
 

    
**** 

 

Clean and inspect Emu Bracket for spillages and 
loose or broken screws or wires.  

    
**** 

 

Carry out STANDARD EMU CLEANING 
PROCEDURE for Clean Spirits. 
See the other side of this page. 
 

    
**** 

 

Carry out STANDARD EMU CLEANING 
PROCEDURE for Sugar based Spirits. 
See the other side of this page. 
 

   
**** 

  

General Inspection of Dispensing System and 
Correct any of the above 

     
***** 

The above routine maintenance procedures must be carried out  to  satisfy our 
Warranty Terms. 

 


